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Abstract
Background: Movement behaviour can be influenced by a multitude of biotic and abiotic factors. Here, we
investigate the speed of movement in relation to environmental and individual phenotypic properties in subadult
common lizards (Lacerta vivipara). We aim to disentangle the importance of substrate, cover, humidity, basking
opportunity and individual phenotype on moving tendencies in 12 treatment combinations, at which each lizard
was tested.
Results: We find that movement behaviour depends on the starting conditions, the physical properties of the
dispersal corridor, and on the individuals’ phenotype. Specifically, the presence of cover and substrate providing
suitable traction in the corridor had positive effects on individual movement decisions. Additionally, we find high
phenotypic variation in the propensity to move dependent on the presence of cover. Individual back patterns also
strongly affected movement decisions in interaction with the physical properties of the dispersal corridor.
Conclusions: Our results highlight the importance of understanding the habitat resistance for movement patterns,
with humid habitats with covering vegetation providing the best conditions to initiate movement in the common
lizard. In addition, population effects, differences in back pattern phenotype and individual plasticity were identified
as key parameters influencing movement behaviour.
Keywords: Behaviour, Connectivity, Cover, Dispersal, Exploration, Humidity, Lacertidae, Light, Lizards, Personality,
Phenotypic plasticity, Substrate, Temperature, Zootoca

Background
Dispersal and the tendency of animals to move away
from their natal site at various stages in their life cycle
has been extensively studied in a range of fields including population genetics, behavioural ecology and conservation ecology [1-4]. Traditionally, the dispersal process
has been largely simplified: especially the emigration
phase and the circumstances leadings to emigration
(such as population density, population structure) as
well as conditions upon arrival (immigration) have
received a lot of attention [1,2,4,5]. Modelling of dispersal movements within metapopulations is a useful tool
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to predict movements and patch occupations, but often
the connecting pathways, and thereby the movement behaviour itself, are largely ignored [1, but see 6-8]. Nonetheless, the act of dispersal or inter-patch movement in
natural habitats presents dispersing individuals with
highly variable habitat [2,7]. This landscape mosaic
represents a range of habitats that may offer highly varied selection pressures for the dispersing individuals [9].
In order to allow meaningful and biologically relevant
models to predict dispersal and long-term fluctuations
in natural metapopulations, matrix-specific factors need
to be identified in order to estimate connectivity appropriately. For this integration of metapopulation biology
and landscape ecology, studies on habitat conductivity
and permeability are necessary and useful tools. For example, a laboratory-based study by Stevens et al. [8] has
investigated the permeabilities of different land covers
for the movement of Natterjack toadlets (Bufo calamita),
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and provided evidence for differential resistance ratios,
highlighting the connection between the animals’ ability
to cross a given landscape and habitat-specific parameters. However, in general very little is known to date
about the optimal properties of dispersal pathways and
functional connectivity, and even less about the preferences of dispersers for a particular property. Notably,
this is no easy task to study in nature. Particularly in
non-mammal species, where the dispersal routes cannot
be easily radio-tracked and retraced but often have to be
estimated as shortest distance between capture and recapture points, the study of inter-patch movement
remains challenging [10]. In addition, landscape properties and connectivity are expected to be highly species
specific as there is a strong factor of scale [1,2,11] as well
as size-dependent permeability of different habitat types
[8]. Adding to the complexity is the fact that withinspecies variation is expected to be high, as it has been
acknowledged recently that animal temperament may
play an important role in ecological processes [12]. It
seems to be particularly important in dispersal behaviour
[2,4,5,12-15], and is expected to be consistent throughout the life cycle [4]. For example, bold individuals may
be more inclined to be explorative, and thus more likely
to move and disperse than shy individuals. This has been
shown in firebugs (Pyrrhocoris apterus) [16], as well as
in great tits (Parus major), where exploratory behaviour
types were also shown to be heritable [17]. It has also
been found that less social individuals are more likely to
disperse, in mosquitofish (Gambusia affinis) [18] as well
as in common lizards (Lacerta vivipara )[15]. In addition,
it is possible that differences in personality or behaviour may also be manifest in morphological features,
due to correlational selection on certain behaviours
and phenotypic traits. This is the case for example in
garter snakes (Tamnophis ordinoides) [19], where the
linearity of back pattern is correlated with the modus
of escape behaviour. There are also indications that in
the common lizard certain life history strategies are
correlated with dorsal pattern [20; Miles et al, pers.
com.]. The different dorsal patterns can be classified
as either “linear” or “reticulated” morphs, which differ
in the proportion of melanised areas. These are
higher in linear morphs, which may have profound
effects on optimal heating rates. In addition, linear
individuals seem to follow a different ecological pathway
than reticulated animals, which is evident in their slower
growth and lower fecundity compared to reticulated individuals [20]. In addition, dorsal pattern is potentially
linked to behaviour and dispersal, particularly in this species. Lepetz et al. [20] observed an increase of reticulated
back patterns together with decreasing dispersal, across a
time span of 11 years, coupled with rising temperatures in
the field. These findings indicate that individuals bearing
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linear dorsal patterns are more likely to be dispersers,
whereas reticulated animals may be representative of the
resident behaviour type.
Here, we attempt to identify preferred dispersal pathway properties for the common lizard in a large-scale laboratory experiment, by examining movement tendencies
across various physical channels, which we use as a proxy
for dispersal propensity. It has been shown earlier that this
lizard species displays different personalities, which can be
connected to differing dispersal behaviour [4]. Natal dispersal usually occurs in this species at an early age
(<10 days; [21]), but dispersal movements across distances that are typical for the study species (>30
meters; [22]) have been recorded in older juveniles as
well [23-25]. Indeed, it has been shown that juvenile
dispersal peaks again after natal dispersal (usually
within the first year of life), depending on conditions
[24]. Renewed bouts of dispersal have also been
recorded in adult individuals in the study species following
environmental perturbation and transplantation to novel
locations [25]. Even though the fine-scaled effects of age
on dispersal behaviour require further investigation, it can
occur in the common lizards across all life stages. The rate
of dispersal hereby strongly depends on individual motivation, which seems to be influenced by morphotypes [20]
and personalities [4,15], which are stable throughout life
[15]. In addition, habitat structures and their physical
properties are likely to have similar effects on the movement behaviour of the animals, regardless of their exact
age. This leads us to believe that our snapshot investigation of movement behaviour at the juvenile stage may be
extendable to true dispersal movement in the here investigated species.
The animals occur commonly in bogs and humid
grass- and heathlands across Europe and Asia. Their
natural habitat contains diverse landscape components
including ample cover and hiding space, as well as
patches with direct sunlight for basking. To measure the
connectivity between suitable habitats, and the resistance of the habitat matrix for this ground-dwelling species we have identified temperature, cover, substrate and
humidity as most important variables (shown to influence dispersal, [22]), and hypothesize that different combinations of these components may provide diverging
opportunities and advantages for movement and dispersal. We therefore measure the phenotypic plasticity of
individuals to initiate movement in response to differing
channels, displaying the fully factorial crossed variables,
measuring both i) the time it takes the individuals to
leave a starting environment under varying conditions
and ii) how long the animal takes to cross corridors that
display combinations of different physical properties.
Specifically, we hypothesize that under undesirable conditions (no heating source) at the starting environment
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animals will tend to start moving faster than under
favourable conditions (light and heat provided). We also
predict that conditions that mimic natural habitat influence mobility positively, whereas unnatural (no substrate) or adverse conditions (dry substrate) may reduce
speed of movement. In addition, the relative importance
of the different factors and their interactions for movement behaviour are investigated.

Results
We found that the time to cross the channel, t, was
affected by both environmental treatment conditions
and by the back pattern of an individual (Table 1),
whereas the back pattern had no substantial explanatory
power for ts , the time it took an animal to start moving
into the channel (Additional file 1: Table S2). The effect
of back pattern morphotype on t depended substantially
on cover (Table 1). Only in channels without cover did
individuals with reticulate back pattern take substantially
longer to cross the channel than individuals with linear
back pattern (Figure 1a).
Dry substrate in the channel made lizards take about
42% longer to arrive at the receiving container, irrespective of other treatment variables (Table 1). The
difference in t between lizards of different source
populations was mainly caused by animals from one
Table 1 Final model for log(t), the time it took the
animals to cross the channel and finish the trial
Model terms (reference level)

Effect value

CI

Df

Lower

Upper

Light (no light)

−0.350

−0.661

−0.040

624

Substrate (no substrate)

−1.895

−2.269

−1.521

624

Cover (no cover)

−1.796

−2.266

−1.326

624

Humidity (dry)

−0.305

−0.587

−0.024

624

Population B (population A)

0.977

0.147

1.807

53

Population C (population A)

1.184

0.078

2.290

53

Population D (population A)

0.569

−0.306

1.444

53

Population C (population B)

0.207

−0.643

1.055

53

Population D (population B)

−0.408

−1.224

0.408

53

Population D (population C)

−0.615

−1.548

0.319

53

Back pattern (linear)

0.644

0.153

1.135

53

Light × Cover
(no light × no cover)

0.580

0.140

1.021

624

Substrate × Cover
(no substrate × no cover)

2.200

1.734

2.667

624

−0.536

−0.986

−0.085

624

Cover × Back pattern
(no cover × linear)

Main and interaction model terms after model selection. “Reference level”
gives factor value against which a model term was cross-checked. The
population effects are represented as the results of multiple comparisons
(details on method in Additional file).
CI: 95% confidence intervals; Df: degrees of freedom.

population crossing the channels faster than animals
from two of the three other populations (population
A, Table 1, Figure 2).
Animals were generally faster to cross the channel
when no light and heat source was provided (Table 1).
Whether t was affected by the presence of a cover over
the channel depended on the starting conditions
(Table 1). Only when there was no light provided in the
starting container, lizards took a smaller amount of time
to arrive at the receiving container, when the channel
was covered. With light, there was no effect of cover
(Figure 1b). Similarly, we found no effect of substrate
presence when the channel was covered, compared to a
much longer time spent crossing an uncovered channel
containing no substrate (Figure 1c).
Ts (the time it took a lizard to leave the starting compartment) was about 53% shorter when the channel was
not covered (Table 2). In treatments where we provided
light in the starting container, animals took longer to
start inspecting the channel when the substrate in the
channel was dry, compared to trials with wet substrate
in the channel. Without light, this relationship was
reversed (Table 2, Figure 1d).
We did not find any indication of individual flight
responses on ts, as analyses in which we excluded ts < 10
seconds led to identical results as using the full dataset.
We found no effect of sex or personality trait (exploration or basking), as measured in the personality assays,
on any time responses.
Reaction norms

We found substantial variation in reaction norms between t of individuals in response to cover, as the
model including random intercept and slope was superior to the model containing random intercept only
(dAICc = 11.4). This was not found for ts (dAICc = 1.5).
This means that (for t) cover considerably influenced
phenotypic plasticity, leading to a much higher variety
in individual movement patterns in trials where cover
was present compared to trials with uncovered channels. Other variables had no substantial explanatory effect on reaction norm characteristics (dAICc < 2). The
effect of cover on individual-level differences did not
interact with other experimental variables. The variation in individual intercepts, which coincides in our
case with individual responses to cover, was considerably higher than variation in individual-level differences
in slopes (28% of total variance explained by random
intercepts, compared to 11%).

Discussion
We show that environmental characteristics that are
likely to be important under natural conditions indeed
affect movement decisions of juvenile common lizards
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Figure 1 Presentations of interactions for the time to finish (in seconds), t (1a: back pattern × cover; 1b: cover × light; 1c:
cover × substrate) and time to start (in seconds), ts (1d: light × humidity). Bars represent means of fitted values on the log-transformed
variable, using the final model (Table 1 for Figures 1a–c, Table 2 for 1d), error bars show their 95% confidence intervals.

in an experimental laboratory setting. Moreover, we find
the back pattern type of the lizards to be a good predictor of movement behaviour under certain circumstances, and that population effects may play a role. In
addition, we found high phenotypic plasticity in the

movement behaviour with respect to the cover of the
surroundings.
Specifically, we found a correlation of cover with back
pattern type. Linear individuals seem to be bolder in overcoming the inhibiting effects of a habitat patch without
cover, as seen in their faster movement through the channels compared to reticulate individuals. This matches the
finding of higher immigration rates of linear individuals,
compared to reticulate ones, in natural populations of this
species [20]. This indicates that the different morphs in
this species indeed may follow diverging life-history strategies, as there is already some evidence that individuals
Table 2 Final model for log(ts), the time it took the
animals to start entering the channels
Model terms (reference level)

CI

Df

Lower

Upper

Light (no light)

0.147

−0.095

0.389

628

Cover (no cover)

0.423

0.230

0.618

628

0.259

−0.051

0.568

628

−0.537

−0.950

−0.125

628

Humidity (dry)
Figure 2 Population differences in t, time to finish (in seconds),
shown as means of fitted values on the log-transformed
variable. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

Effect value

Light × Humidity (no light × dry)

Main and interaction model terms after model selection. “Reference level”
gives factor value against which a model term was cross-checked.
CI: 95% confidence intervals; Df: degrees of freedom.
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with linear dorsal patterns grow more slowly and live
longer than reticulated morphs, and have a comparatively
lower fecundity [20, Clobert, unpublished data]. Interestingly, the trend observed here of the more explorative and
seemingly bolder linear individuals seems counterintuitive,
as generally those individuals that are more willing to take
risks are also expected to have matching life histories,
such as rapid maturity, high fecundity and lower survival
probabilities, which is more coherent with the life histories
of reticulated lizards. However, it is possible that the measurements applied here do not necessarily reflect boldness
and exploratory behaviour, if faster movement does not
correspond with increased boldness. Indeed, it might quite
be the opposite: linear individuals moved faster in order to
avoid dangers such as predation in an unfamiliar environment, which was even exaggerated under unfavourable
conditions (i.e. under conditions that were least similar to
conditions of their natural habitats).
The fact that dispersal seems to be more common in
animals with linear dorsal patterns [20] also points towards an explanation that is not necessarily linked to
bold personality. The fast-lived life histories of the reticulated individuals might in fact be due to differential
energy allocation: while linear individuals use their
resources to disperse and settle into new habitats early
in life, leading to reduced energy levels for growth and
reproduction later on, reticulated lizards may make use
of their natal sites, allocating all their energy into
growth and higher or earlier fecundity with which it is
associated.
Even though it is not entirely evident why movement
decisions should be correlated with dorsal pattern morphotype, correlational selection for back pattern type and
movement or dispersal behaviour constitutes a valid possibility. A correlation between back pattern and flight behaviour has been shown in garter snakes [19]. Striped
garter snakes had higher survival when they took flight
without showing a reversal of direction during the predator escape. For spotted snakes there was positive selection
for more frequent change of directions during the escape.
The adaptive significance of this example of correlational
selection could be the perception of being slower when
having a striped back pattern [26]. If the same were true
for common lizards, reticulate individuals should be
detected easier than linear individuals by visual predators,
which could explain the more cautionary behaviour of
reticulates. Fitting into this picture, reticulate common lizard females were found to stop more frequently during
sprint speed performance trials on a race track, compared
to linear individuals [D. Miles, pers.com.]. The latter study
also found that reticulate females had higher endurance
when tested on a treadmill. Taken together, the difference
in behaviour between linear and reticulate common
lizards indicate that there may be two distinct strategies of
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movement: linear individuals seem to move more between
populations and are more likely or faster to make movement decisions, compared to animals bearing reticulate
dorsal patterns.
Independent of dorsal pattern, the decision to move
into the channel depended on whether the lizards were
provided with a light and heat source in the starting
container, in combination with humidity in the channel.
As predicted, under circumstances where the animals
that had been provided with a heat source, they took a
longer time to enter the channels, given the channel was
humid. Not astonishingly, a cold starting point, where
no light and heat is provided, does not constitute a
favourable environment and lizards can probably profit
by searching for a more favourable patch. Indeed,
thermoregulatory behaviour that makes use of available
micro-habitat patches that differ in temperature and humidity has been shown in various lizard species [27,28].
In addition, individual differences in behaviour and specifically in temperament and personality are expected to
affect the propensity to move (and disperse) as shown in
a wide range of organisms [2,4,12,14,15]. However, here
we did not find a strong link between individual personality and the speed to enter or move through a channel.
This may indicate that the present design may not be
useful to reflect true exploratory behaviour, and thus
may be unsuitable to detect differences in personality,
such as boldness. It is possible, that due to the acclimation to the laboratory, including maintenance and frequent handling during the trials, the lizards had already
learned that the artificial environment in the laboratory
is in fact predator-free, and represents relatively risklimited surroundings. This may have led to a reduced
expression of shyness or fear compared to conditions in
the field, and potentially resulted in a narrower spectrum
of reaction norms of individual differences in movement
behaviour under all investigated circumstances, than
may be found under natural conditions. However, in
other studies on the same species it was found that exploratory and activity-related behavioural traits are correlated with the dispersal decision process [4,29]. There
is therefore some possibility that these personality traits
are either not involved in the transience phase of a dispersal process, or that the artificially created channels
and the measurement of movement behaviour within are
not related to dispersal decisions in the field. Importantly, we presently assume that the habitat properties
that slow down movement as measured here will also
affect the dispersal process negatively. However, it has
been shown that this is not necessarily true, as boundary
effects between differing substrate types and different attractiveness of the various substrates may be based on
other criteria than movement facilitation [8,30]. This
may lead to difficulties for the prediction of dispersal
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routes or tendency, and it is therefore possible that the
here reported factors may not directly affect dispersal
behaviour or the dispersal process in the common lizard.
Independent of the conditions in the starting container, lizards moved more quickly into the channel
when the channel was not covered. The reason for
slower entry into covered channels might be due to the
novelty of the environment, paired with the greater inability to assess potential risks associated with moving
into a dark refuge area. On the other hand, it is also
possible that the lizards moved faster in open channels
in their search for a refuge, to escape the open space in
the starting container and uncovered channel, representing no protection from potential predators. However,
the potential presence of a predator in a refuge or the
cost of not being able to forage or bask while in the refuge may have influenced the individuals not to enter
covered channels quickly. If the risk of staying outside
the refuge is small, as in our design without chemical or
visual cues of predators being present, the observed
delay of moving into the covered channel may be predicted [31,32]. Nonetheless, we also found that individual variation in moving time in covered channels was
much higher than in uncovered channels. This increased
phenotypic plasticity may be favourable under certain
ecological circumstances, and may allow animals that
may not be likely to disperse otherwise, to colonise suitable habitat. On the other hand, it may also indicate that
the animals may prefer to stay in refuges longer (than
crossing open habitat) under certain circumstances,
which are dependent on their current metabolic status.
This is reflected in the interaction of light at starting
conditions, and cover: when no light was provided in
the starting container, animals took less time to cross
covered channels than open channels. This might indicate that the animals that have not had the opportunity
to thermoregulate were less inclined to stay inside the
covered space, potentially in search of more favourable
conditions (i.e. sunshine and opportunity to bask). Indeed, the fact that movement was faster when no basking opportunity had been provided in general may also
point to the fact that the animals may try to evade unfavourable conditions. In cases where it took individuals
a long time to cross the channels two factors may have
played a major role: the speed of movement itself and
the potential reluctance to continue moving (i.e. returning to the starting container after having initiated channel entry). However, we are unable to distinguish
between slow rate of movement and returns to the
home base from the data recorded in the current study.
Even though we are unable to link the respective
behaviours with for example dorsal pattern, both slow
movement and frequent returns indicate a reluctance to
move, and may be linked to less bold behaviour.
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All investigated environmental variables had a substantial effect on the time to arrive at the receiving terrarium
and finish a trial, once a lizard had inspected the channel.
Humidity of the channel substrate had a direct effect, with
lizards crossing the channel faster when the substrate was
humid. This might indicate that the dry substrate may
have posed a greater obstacle, maybe as a generally unfavoured environment, to any exploratory behaviour [see for
example 22,33]. In general this finding is not surprising, as
this lizard species occurs in humid, heterogeneous habitats [21]. Preferences for conditions that mimic their natural habitats may be imprinted in the animals, or may
have evolved as local adaptations for the animals’ exploration and movement decisions. This may also be reflected
by the observed population differences.
Interestingly, the presence of substrate in covered
channels was not important. Only without cover, lizards
took much longer time to arrive at the receiving container when no substrate was in the channel. This makes
sense if the primary concern of the lizard is predation: if
the terrain is covered and provides shelter from visual
predators, moving is relatively safe. If there is no cover,
predation risk is much higher and would be exaggerated
even more by a surface without good traction (such as
smooth plastic, as used here) which would potentially increase the time to escape.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the above results imply that dry substrate,
no cover (especially under unfavourable thermoregulatory conditions) or no substrate inhibit the propensity to
explore and move to another habitat area. In other
words, humid habitats with ample cover provide optimal
conditions to initiate dispersal in this species. This study
therefore highlights the importance of understanding the
physical properties of the landscape mosaic for the study
of dispersal [see also 2,7,8,30]. This knowledge will be
essential for the long-term understanding and accurate
prediction of metapopulation fluctuations in common
lizards, and adds to the growing body of research investigating habitat resistance, conductivity, permeability and
connectivity [for example 8,30]. In a world of increasing
habitat destruction, decreasing connectivity and sinking
population sizes, all factors influencing metapopulations
need to be taken into account. As demonstrated here,
specifically factors that influence the long neglected
study of inter-patch dispersal need to be emphasised in
our understanding of animal movement and dispersal.
Methods
Study species and experimental animals

Juvenile common lizards were captured between
20.06.2009 and 25.06.2009 from four different populations, from 2 km to 10 km apart, in the Cevennes
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(Mont Lozère, southern France, 44°27′ N, 3°44′ E).
These distances between the populations are far enough
apart to ensure that the sampled animals originated from
separate populations, but provided almost identical climatic environments for the investigated populations at
the same time.
We caught in total 63 animals (33 males and 30
females). Specifically, 16 animals (10 males, 6 females)
were collected at population A, 16 animals (5 males, 11
females) at population B, 20 animals (14 males, 6 females)
at population C, and 11 animals (4 males, 7 females) at
population D. However, 4 animals had to be excluded
from the analyses as they escaped during the trials and did
not complete the full set of experiments.
We measured snout-vent length (SVL) to the nearest
0.1 mm and weighed animals to the nearest 0.001 g. Back
pattern was scored as being either linear or reticulated
[20]. We scored 10 linear / 6 reticulate animals in population A, 11 linear / 5 reticulate individuals in population B,
12 linear / 8 reticulate lizards in population C and 5 linear
/ 6 reticulate animals in population D.
Animals were maintained on an 8:16 light: dark cycle
at a constant room temperature of 20°Celsius. We kept
lizards in plastic containers (18 cm x 12 cm x 11 cm)
and provided them with an egg carton (8 cm x 8 cm) for
cover, and a combined light and heat source (CONCENTRA spot R63, 23 Watt, Osram, Munich, Germany).
Lizards were fed every day, alternating between a small
house cricket (Acheta domesticus) and two small meal
worm larvae (Tenebrio molitor). We provided fresh
water ad libitum in a small Petri dish, and the terraria
were sprayed with water twice a day, to provide adequate
humidity. For all experimentation, handling and maintenance the French Animal Ethics chart has been
respected.
Experimental design
Personality assays

First, we observed what kind of behaviour experimental animals showed when put individually in a terrarium (35 cm x 18 cm x 22 cm) that contained 3 cm of
earth as substrate, together with two pieces of egg cartons (8 cm x 8 cm x 5 cm), placed at the opposite
longer sides, as hiding shelters. In the first set of trials,
we provided no heat or spot light source and the ambient temperature was held at 20°Celsius. After a 2minute acclimation time we scored every 10 seconds
whether an individual was immobile (without hiding),
hiding under an egg carton, or exploring, for 10 minutes. For each trial, new substrate and fresh egg cartons were provided. This first experiment gave us
individual estimates of the tendency to explore a new
environment without a heat or light source which we
will refer to as ‘exploration tendency’ from here on. In
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a second set of trials, which were started 1 h after the
end of the first trial, we added a light and heat source
(25 W Osram Concentra lamp, 20 cm above the surface), and used the same protocol as in the first set of
trials, except that ‘basking’ was added to the list of observable behaviours. The time an animal spent basking
was used as a measure of its boldness [see 34]. Variables exploration tendency and boldness are referred
to as traits describing part of the personality of the experimental animals.
Physical properties influencing movement preferences

In the following part of this study, we employed a
cross-over design in which each animal was tested in
12 trials (corresponding to 12 treatments, one treatment per day) in a randomly assigned order, resulting
in a total sample size of 708 observations. For this, we
built experimental units consisting of two terraria
(18 cm x 12 cm x 11 cm) that were connected with a
channel (80 cm x 5 cm, with 10 cm high sidewalls)
made out of clear plastic sheet that was open at the
top. Home ranges of the species average 10 m, and dispersal distances are >30 m [15,22]. However, we believe that the effects of the habitat resistance should be
to some extent independent of scale and therefore may
predict movement behaviour that may be related to the
dispersal process, even in 80 cm long pathways. The
opening through which a lizard was able to enter and
exit each terrarium, and move into and out of the
channel, was 2 cm x 2 cm large and at a same level
position as the surface of the terrarium and the channel. This allowed for a seamless movement between
terraria and channel, unimpeded by any height inequalities of the surface. We manipulated light/heat, substrate, cover and humidity conditions as follows. For
light/heat conditions, there either was a lamp (‘with
light’; 25 W Osram Concentra lamp, 20 cm above the
surface) or no lamp (‘no light’) provided in the starting
terrarium. In the other three treatments we manipulated conditions in the dispersing channel only. Channels either contained substrate (‘with substrate’) or no
substrate (‘no substrate’), the substrate was either
wetted before the trial (‘humid’) or left dry (‘dry’), and
channels were either covered (‘with cover’) or left open
(‘no cover’). For the cover treatment, we put a grey
opaque plastic pipe (radius r = 5 cm), cut in half
lengthwise, in the channel so that the whole channel
length was covered and completely shaded. We crossed
treatments in a factorial way, except substrate and humidity: when there was no substrate in the channel, we
always left the channel dry, as it was not possible to
get a sufficiently uniform distribution of the water on
the smooth plastic surface. This resulted in 12 treatment groups in total (instead of 16 for the full factorial
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crossing). Before the beginning of each trial, we slightly
wetted the substrate in the starting terrarium by spraying a specific amount of water on it. At the start of
each trial, an individual lizard was put in the starting
terrarium that always contained 1 cm of earth as substrate, without any other structures. We measured the
time it took the lizard to find the opening to the channel and move at least its head completely into the
channel (starting time, ts). Time t (time to finish) was
the time between when the individual first put its head
into the channel (i.e. ts) and when it arrived into the
receiving terrarium. Hence time to finish included
cases where a lizard would move right through the
channel, and cases in which it did not move all the
way through but went back to the starting terrarium or
stayed somewhere in the channel, until it arrived at the
receiving terrarium. All experimental animals crossed
the channels in all trials, with the upper 5% having a
mean of 97 minutes for t, and 22 minutes for ts.
Statistical analysis
Morphological measurements

Weight and SVL were highly correlated; therefore we used
the first principal component that explained 91.9% of variation in these two variables, as a composite size estimate
in further analyses (pc1size, see Additional file 1).
Channel preferences

We investigated the effects of treatment (light, cover,
substrate, humidity), the effects of sex, back pattern and
personality of an individual, and its source population.
We also included two-way interaction effects between
treatments, and between treatment and the variables
sex, back pattern and population, using linear mixed
models implemented in the nlme package in the software R [35]. For a detailed formulation of the global
models, and for model selection procedure using AICc,
please see Additional file 1. To calculate the percentage
change of the time response on the original untransformed scale, we used the formula 100 x (exp(β) – 1),
β being the model coefficient.
To examine phenotypic reaction norms in movement
responses, i.e. how plastic the responses were to experimental treatments among individuals, we compared
models where the individual slopes (i.e behaviour) were
either constant (i.e. random intercept only) with those
including individual effects conditioned on any of the
treatment variables (i.e. including random slope). For
this, we used mixed models in the lme4 package in R
[36]. For models with substantial variation in individualbased slopes, we also examined whether the observed
random effect on slope depended on other variables, by
analysing interaction effects.
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Additional file
Additional file 1: Supporting information (Zajitschek et al. 2012).
1. Formulation of the global model and explanation of the model
selection procedure. 2. Table S1: Model selection for t. 3. Table S2: Model
selection for ts. [37,38].
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